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Emulating Spatial Characteristics of MIMO
Channels for OTA Testing

Wei Fan, Xavier Carreño, Fan Sun, Jesper Ø. Nielsen, Mikael B. Knudsen and Gert F. Pedersen

Abstract—This paper discusses over the air (OTA) testing
for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) capable terminals
with emphasis on channel spatial characteristics emulation. A
novel technique to obtain optimum power weights for the OTA
probes based on convex optimization is proposed. The proposed
technique emulates spatial correlation as well as introduces
constraints on the maximum deviation between the target power
azimuth spectrum (PAS) and the emulated PAS in terms of mean
angle of arrival (AoA) and azimuth spread (AS). Simulation
results show that the proposed emulation technique present better
performance compared with existing techniques in the literature.
This improvement is further demonstrated by measurement
results in a practical MIMO OTA setup.

Index Terms—Channel emulation, MIMO OTA, anechoic
chamber, power azimuth spectrum, spatial correlation, convex
optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technique is an
attractive and promising technology to improve performance
of wireless communication systems. With MIMO technology
being adopted by new wireless technologies such as LTE,
LTE-Advanced and WIMAX, mobile network operators and
manufactures urgently require standard test methods which
are suitable to test the MIMO device performance. MIMO
Over The Air (OTA) testing, which is considered a promising
solution to evaluate devices in realistic situations, has attracted
huge interest from both industry and academia. Many different
MIMO test methods have been proposed which vary widely in
how they emulate the propagation channel. An overview was
presented in [1].

One promising approach is a multi-probe anechoic chamber
based method. With this method, multipath environments in
which the performance of the device is evaluated can be
physically emulated in a controllable manner. The focus is
on reproducing spatial aspects of the channel, which is new
and critical as we extend Single Input Single Output (SISO)
OTA to MIMO OTA testing.

The concept of clusters has been widely adopted to model
the multipath phenomenon based on extensive measurements.
A cluster has a specific Power Azimuth Spectrum (PAS)
shape. For MIMO OTA testing, it is desirable that with a
limited number of probes we should generate an arbitrary
number of clusters, each associated with an arbitrary mean
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Angle of Arrival (AoA) and Azimuth Spread (AS) impinging
the test zone. It has been shown that the essence is to find
proper power weightings for each probe such that channel
spatial characteristics can be recreated [2]–[5]. This idea was
named prefaded signal synthesis technique and was detailed
in [4]. Several optimization techniques are proposed to obtain
optimum probe power weightings. However, most techniques,
which are based on numerical optimization, can be very
computationally inefficient.

The PAS is of great importance for multiple antenna tech-
niques with spatial treatment of the incoming signals. The spa-
tial correlation between the waves impinging on two antenna
elements depends on the PAS and on the radiation pattern of
the antenna elements. Spatial correlation has been selected as
the main figure of merit to characterize the channel spatial
information, while cluster PAS shape parameters including
AS and mean AoA are often ignored [2], [3], [5]. Channel
profiles with the same spatial correlation may present very
different PAS shapes when the spatial sampling points for
spatial correlation calculation are limited, e.g. on a line [3], [4]
or on a circle [6]. To solve the problem, a new way to select
spatial samples for optimization is proposed in this paper.
Also, to obtain an accurate resulting PAS shape in terms of
AoA and AS, constraints are introduced for spatial correlation
emulation. Note that emulation accuracy in this paper denotes
the difference between emulated spatial correlation resulting
from the discrete PAS composed by the probe power weights
and target spatial correlation resulting from the continuous
PAS. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed spatial
sample selection method and the spatial correlation emulation
with constraints on the resulting discrete PAS have not been
achieved in the literature so far. In [3]–[6], spatial correlation
was selected as the objective function without constraints on
the resulting discrete PAS shape, although the possibility of
joint optimizing cluster mean AoA and spatial correlation was
briefly mentioned in [3].

In this paper, we first form the channel emulation problem
with constraints on the resulting discrete PAS shape such as
AS and mean AoA, when angular locations of OTA probes
are fixed. We further illustrate the problem can be expressed
as a convex optimization problem [7], which can be solved
efficiently. The main contributions of this work are two-fold:
the proposed emulation problem with constraints on the re-
sulting discrete PAS shape gives a more realistic characteriza-
tion; employing convex optimization framework into channel
emulation can greatly reduce the computational complexity
compared to known results based on numerical optimizations.
Furthermore, the relationship between the required number of
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probes and test area size is derived based on the proposed
optimization technique. Also, the impact of channel models
on the emulation accuracy has been investigated. In the end
the proposed optimization algorithm is compared with the
algorithm implemented in a commercial channel emulator in
a practical MIMO OTA setup and better emulation accuracy
is demonstrated by the measurement results.

Notations: ||·||1 and ||·||2 denote the first order norm and
the second order norm, respectively.

II. METHOD

A. Configuration of MIMO OTA setup and problem statement

Figure 1 illustrates a general setup for the multi-probe
anechoic chamber based method. Probes are located on a
horizontally oriented ring and a Device Under Test (DUT)
is placed at the center of the anechoic chamber. To alleviate
the complexity and cost of 3D multi-probe setup, the simpler
2D configurations are considered in this work.

Fig. 1. An illustration of the MIMO OTA setup. The measurement system
consists of a Base Station (BS) emulator, one or several channel emulators, an
anechoic chamber, probes, a DUT, a turntable, cables and power amplifiers.
Test area defines the maximum dimension of the DUT and is an area
where target channel characteristics are reproduced with certain accuracy
requirement.

The idea of prefaded signal synthesis technique is to radiate
independent fading signals from multiple probes on the basis
of power weights determined by the emulated channel [2],
[4], [5]. In order to reconstruct the PAS of each cluster,
a single cluster should be mapped to several OTA probes
depending on the PAS shape and OTA probe angular loca-
tions. For each cluster, receiver side spatial characteristics are
reconstructed by allocating appropriate average power weights
to the associated OTA probes. The focus of this paper is
to obtain optimum power weightings to recreate the target
channel spatial characteristics.

B. Channel PAS model

PAS shape of clusters have been widely studied in the
literature. Several PAS models, namely wrapped Gaussian [8],
uniform, truncated Laplacian [9] and Von Mises distribution
[10] have been proposed based on extensive measurements
in various scenarios. For the sake of simplicity, we assume
each cluster is defined with an interval of [φp − π, φp + π]
centered at AoA φp. Figure 2 illustrates several different PAS
distributions.
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Fig. 2. Normalized PASs. For the 4 different PASs, the clusters have the
same mean angle of incidence φp = 0o. σG and σL are standard deviations
of wrapped Gaussian and truncated Laplacian distribution respectively. k in
Von Mises distribution controls the angle spread.

Fig. 3. An illustration of the OTA probe setup. θi is angular location of the
ith probe.

C. Criterion to model channel spatial characteristics

The spatial correlation has been selected as a main criterion
to model spatial characteristics of the channel [2], [4], [5].
Spatial correlation is a statistical measure of the similarity
of the received signals. The angle notations are illustrated
in Figure 3. A plane wave with AoA φp impinges on an
array with two antenna elements separated by a distance d,
the direction of the array boresight is φa. φ is the angle of
the plane wave with respect to the boresight of the antenna
elements. As detailed in [11], the spatial correlation can be
written as:

ρ =
∫ π
−π G1(φ)G

?
2(φ)p(φ)dφ√∫ π

−π p(φ)|G1(φ)|2dφ
√∫ π

−π p(φ)|G2(φ)|2dφ
(1)

where G1 and G2 are the complex radiation patterns of antenna
element 1 and 2, respectively, with a common phase center.
p(φ) is the PAS. In order to be used as an angular power
density function, the p(φ) needs to satisfy

∫ π
−π p(φ)dφ = 1.

As stated in [4], the antenna pattern is usually assumed
omnidirectional for channel emulation purpose since the DUT
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Fig. 4. Theoretical spatial correlation |ρ| for the PASs shown in Figure 2.
Test area size: 0.7λ.

antenna pattern is typically unknown. Using this property, we
can rewrite (1) as

ρ(d, φa) =

π∫
−π

exp(−j2π d
λ
sin(φp − φa))p(φp)dφp. (2)

A specific PAS can be formed by introducing a number of
plane waves each with an appropriate AoA and power value.
Two different methods to discretize the PAS were discussed in
the literature. One method allocates the same power to each
ray while arranging the plane wave angles in a non-uniform
manner. In the other method, the power of the rays follows
the PAS distribution with their angles uniformly distributed.

The mean AoA φp and AS σp are also used to model
the PAS, which are defined according to the definition in the
Annex A of [12]. Note that circular AS is introduced to solve
the ambiguity problem for the AS of the PAS.

As illustrated in Figure 4, spatial correlation is a function
of the normalized antenna distance d and antenna orientation
φa. Each sub-figure corresponds to one PAS shown in Figure
2. The radius and polar angle of each point on the plots
correspond to the value at distance d and antenna orientation
φa. Maximum radius of the circle corresponds to the test
area size. The correlation globally decreases with increasing
distance for all PASs, as expected.

D. Optimal Probe Power Weights

As detailed below, the goal is to obtain the optimum OTA
probe power weights so as to:
• Minimize the deviation between the theoretical spatial

correlations resulting from a target PAS and the correla-
tion resulting from a discrete PAS characterized by power
weights of the probes.

• Constrain the maximum deviation between the target PAS
and a discrete PAS characterized by power weights of the
probes in terms of AS and mean AoA.

Several contributions in literature have addressed this issue.
In [5], several exhaustive search techniques are used to obtain
optimum angular location and power weight for each of the
probes. In [2], the angular location of probe is considered as
a factor to be optimized in order to build the optimum test
system. However, such flexible setup might not be practical
in an actual setup. It is desirable that the probes are fixed
on the OTA ring where frequent probe location adjustment
may pose a huge challenge on system calibration. Given this
practical issue, OTA setups with flexible probe locations are
not considered in this paper.

1) Emulated spatial correlation: The probe angular lo-
cations are depicted in Figure 3. θ = [θ1, ..., θN ]T is the
vector containing the fixed angular locations of the probes
with θn ∈ [0, 2π] and N is the number of OTA probes.
w = [w1, ..., wN ]T is the vector containing the power allo-
cated for probes. A location pair (d, φa) is used to represent
the locations of two spatial samples with distance d and
orientation φa, and there are in total M location pairs. The
spatial correlation for an antenna pair with antenna separation
d and array orientation φa can be calculated based on the
discrete PAS characterized by N probes as:

ρ̂(d, φa) = w
T · a(d, φa) (3)

where a(d, φa) = [a1(d, φa), ..., aN (d, φa)]
T with

an(d, φa) = exp(−j2π dλ sin(θn − φa)).
2) Practical constraints: An important contribution of this

paper is to introduce constraints on the PAS shape for the opti-
mization. Two completely different PASs may result in similar
spatial correlations if limited spatial samples are selected for
the spatial correlation calculation. Thus, we need to consider
the PAS shape as constraints for optimization. It is desirable
that the mean AoA φ

OTA
and AS σOTA resulting from a

discrete PAS should be close to those from the target PAS.
In addition, from a realistic point of view, probes with smaller
angular distance to the PAS cluster mean AoA φp should
be allocated with more power, which can be mathematically
expressed as wi ≥ wj for |θi − φp| ≤ |θj − φp| (i 6= j). One
more constraint with the practical system is that probe weights
are limited, as the output gain of typical channel emulators is
limited to 0 dB.

3) Objective function: Let us denote ρ̂ and ρ to be the
emulated spatial correlation and target spatial correlation vec-
tors with each element corresponding to the spatial correlation
between two isotropic antennas at a certain location pair. The
objective function is evaluated over M location pairs, and
hence ρ and ρ̂ are M×1 vectors:

min
w
‖ρ̂(w) − ρ‖22 (4)

s. t. ‖w‖1 = 1, 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 (∀i ∈ [1, N ])∣∣bTw − φp∣∣ ≤ εAoA
cTw ≤ (εAS + σp)

2, cTw ≥ (εAS − σp)2

wi ≥ wj , if |θi − φp| ≤ |θj − φp| (i 6= j)
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where the mean AoA and AS of the resulting discrete PAS is

φ
OTA

=

N∑
i=1

χiwi = bTw (5)

σOTA =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

(χi − φp)2wi =
√
cTw (6)

with

χi =


θi − 2π if θi − φp > π

θi if −π < θi − φp < π

θi + 2π if θi − φp < −π

εAoA and εAS are the error tolerance for the emulated PAS in
terms of mean AoA and AS respectively. b and c being two
known N × 1 vectors defined in (5) and (6), repectively. w
can be obtained by solving the objective function, which is a
quadratic programming problem with linear constraints when
the probe positions are fixed. Therefore, we can easily solve
the problem in (4) via a popular convex problem solver CVX
in [7].

E. Selecting spatial samples inside the test area

1) State of the art: In the following, we first summarize
two existing ways to select spatial samples inside the test area
in the literature:
• One option is that we can fix φa while varying d to obtain

spatial samples. That is, the spatial samples are selected
on a line. d linearly steps from 0 to the test area size D.
In [3], the objective function used minimize deviations
for a fixed orientation. Also, it is mentioned that cluster
AoA can be considered for the joint optimization, but it
is not specified further.

• The other option is that we can fix d while varying φa
for optimization. That is, spatial samples are selected
on a circle. φa linearly steps from 0 to 2π. In [5], the
optimization was done for a fixed distance.

2) Proposed spatial sample point selection: The above-
mentioned two ways to obtain spatial samples will give
optimum results at a certain fixed orientation φa or a certain
fixed separation d. However, they might not give optimum
emulation results for all orientations and separations within
the test area and emulation accuracy might be critically bad
at some orientations or separations. As for the new proposal,
samples are covering the whole test area. d is swept linearly
from 0 to the test area size D and φa is swept linearly from
0 to 2π for the optimization.

Note that for limited spatial sample points cases, e.g. spatial
samples are selected on a line or on a circle, constraints on
discrete resulting PAS shape have to be added for spatial
correlation optimization. Otherwise the resulting discrete PAS
might be very different from the target PAS. Similarly, if other
objective functions, e.g. ||ρ|−|ρ̂|| in [6] is selected, adding the
constraint on the resulting PAS shape will also be beneficial to
obtain accurate resulting PAS shape. With the proposed tech-
nique to select spatial samples, the resulting discrete PAS will
be close to the target continuous PAS shape and the constraints

on the PAS shape are not critical. Usually the constraints
on resulting PAS shape will be automatically satisfied. An
accurate resulting PAS shape can be obtained by adding the
constraints in the optimization, with a slight degradation for
spatial correlation optimization if the constraints on resulting
discrete PAS are necessary. Below in the simulation the error
tolerance εAS and εAoA are selected to be 1o to obtain accurate
AoA and AS of the resulting PAS.

F. Emulation for multi-cluster PAS

The radio waves could gather in several clusters distributed
over the space domain. In standard channel models, i.e. SCME
[9], clusters are with different delays. Techniques to emulate
the multi-cluster PAS are discussed in [6]. In order to preserve
the delay information, each cluster is emulated individually
with the probes. The SCME Urban macro (UMA) TDL model
(six Laplacian shaped clusters) from [9] has been selected
as the target channel model for emulation in this paper. The
normalized power weights for each cluster in the SCME UMA
TDL model are shown in Figure 5 (left), and the target
normalized PAS for SCME UMA TDL model (right) is shown
in Figure 5 (right). Note that the power weights need to
be scaled according to the power per cluster as specified in
the SCME UMA TDL model. Extensive measurements on
the channel emulator uncertainty level have been performed
previously, e.g. [13]. Measurement results have shown that the
power weight information can be accurately generated in the
channel emulator. Spatial correlation |ρ| for the SCME UMA
TDL model are shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 5. Normalized power weights for each cluster in the SCME UMA TDL
model obtained with the proposed technique (left) and target normalized PAS
for SCME UMA TDL model (right).

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The emulation results for different PASs are firstly shown
in this part. After that, several algorithms in the literature
are compared with the proposed solution in terms of spatial
correlation error. Furthermore, the impact of cluster PAS on
the correlation error has been investigated. In the end of this
part, the relationship between the required number of probes
and test area size is shown for the proposed optimization
technique. For the possibility to recreate any spatial channel
model without relocation of the probes, the configuration
where all the probes are equally spaced on an OTA ring is
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considered in the simulation. The number of probes N is
selected to be 8 unless otherwise stated.

A. Spatial correlation for different PASs

As we can see in Figure 7, correlation error depends on the
the channel model and generally gets worse as the normalized
distance increases. Wrapped Gaussian and truncated Lapacian
distributions shown in Figure 2 present similar correlation
error.

The correlation error |ρ̂− ρ| for SCME UMA TDL model
with the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 6. Maximum
deviation of 0.03 is achieved over the test area size 0.5λ.
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0.7λ.

B. Comparison of correlation error for different algorithms
in literature

In this section, the proposed optimization algorithm is
compared with the results published in [6] and the algo-
rithm implemented in a commercial channel emulator from
Elektrobit (EB). The SCME UMA TDL model is chosen for
illustration and the test area size is selected to 0.5λ. In [6] and
[5], the probe power weights are optimized for a fixed antenna
separation without considering the PAS shape such as AoA
and AS. The objective function is to minimize the absolute
spatial correlation error ||ρ|− |ρ̂||. The optimization algorithm
used in the EB channel emulator is briefly discussed in [3].
The probe power weights are obtained by optimizing for one
or several fixed antenna orientations. The Least Square Error

(LSE) technique was used to obtain the power weightings. It
is mentioned in [3] that cluster mean AoA could be jointly
considered when optimizing the power weightings, but the
detailed algorithm is not given. For the sake of simplicity,
the algorithm implemented in the EB channel emulator is
named here after as the reference method [3], [4]. Here we will
show the main advantages of our proposed algorithm through
simulation results.

One advantage with the proposed algorithm is that by
employing convex optimization framework into channel em-
ulation, computational complexity is reduced dramatically
compared to other numerical optimization techniques [5].

The correlation error for the multi-cluster SCME UMA
TDL model is improved. The proposed algorithm presents
maximum deviation of 0.03 over the test area, as shown in
Figure 6. The correlation error for the SCME UMA TDL
model based on power weights from [6] and the reference
method is shown in Figure 8. Maximum deviation over the
test area is 0.07 and 0.06, respectively.

The correlation error for each individual cluster of the
SCME UMA TDL model is also improved. The correlation
error ||ρ| − |ρ̂|| for the 6th cluster of the SCME UMA TDL
model based on [6] is shown in Figure 9. At the antenna dis-
tance d = 0.5λ selected for optimization, maximum deviation
||ρ| − |ρ̂|| is 0.01. However, correlation error at other antenna
distances can be much worse. Maximum deviation ||ρ|−|ρ̂|| at
antenna distance d = 0.25λ is around 0.12. For the reference
method, correlation error at some antenna orientations are
worse (i.e. φa = 1200 ) than the other orientations. This is
expected from the description in [3]. The proposed algorithm
gives better correlation results for all antenna orientation and
antenna separation within the test area.
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The maximum correlation error |ρ − ρ̂| for each cluster
in SCME UMA TDL model based on power weights from
the reference method and the proposed algorithm is shown
in Table I. The proposed algorithm generally present better
correlation error.

TABLE I
MAXIMUM CORRELATION ERROR |ρ− ρ̂| FOR SCME UMA TDL MODEL

Cluster
index

1 2 3 4 5 6 SCME

Reference
method

0.12 0.08 0.04 0.10 0.05 0.14 0.06

Proposed
algorithm

0.06 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.06 0.03
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Another advantage coming from the proposed algorithm is
that the error tolerance for the emulated PAS in terms of
mean AoA and AS can be predefined in the optimization.
Comparison results for the 1st cluster is shown in Table II. As
we can see, compared with the algorithm implemented in the
channel emulator, better correlation results in terms of mean
AoA and AS can be obtained with the proposed optimization
algorithm. The emulated PAS matches quite well with the
target PAS in terms of AoA and AS.

TABLE II
COMPARISON RESULTS FOR CLUSTER ONE (TARGET AS = 35 AND AOA =

65.7489 )

Cluster 1 AS (degree) AoA (degree)

Reference method 36.4 64.1
Results from [6] 52.7 71.5

Proposed algorithm 35.0 66.0

C. Impact of channel model on correlation error

It is known that correlation error is dependent on the target
channel. As shown in Figure 7, a uniform PAS generally gives
better correlation error compared to the other PASs. Even
for clusters with same PASs distribution but various ASs and
AoAs, the correlation error is expected to be different. As
shown in Table I, the correlation error for the 6 clusters with
the same Laplacian PAS shape but diverse AoAs is different.

Emulation accuracy for a single Laplacian shaped cluster
with different ASs will also be different. One critical scenario
is that the convex optimization problem might be unsolvable
when AS is too small for an arbitrary AoA since the optimiza-
tion constraints on εAoA and εAS will never be satisfied. As
discussed in [4], prefaded signal synthesis technique does not
support for creating the LOS paths between OTA antennas.

D. Required number of probes

One important issue that needs to be addressed in anechoic
chamber based multi-probe systems is the relationship between

number of required probes and test area size. A comparison of
the results for the required number of probes as a function of
test area size obtained by different methods is given in [14].
It is not practical to have a large number of probe antennas
since the output ports of the channel emulator are limited.
Furthermore, due to possible additional reflections introduced
by the multiple probes, the characteristics of the anechoic
chamber can be degraded. Figure 10 illustrates the test area
size as a function of the number of OTA probes for a truncated
Laplacian cluster with AS = 35o. Here the emulation accuracy
threshold |ρ− ρ̂| < 0.1 is defined to determine the size of the
test area. For a given emulation accuracy level, as explained
in Section III-C, the test area size will depend on the channel
models. Simulation results show that if the cluster is arriving to
the test area from the direction where one of the OTA antennas
are located the test area performance is better than from other
directions. The worst case is the cluster impinging from an
angle exactly in the middle of two adjacent OTA probes. The
test area size for the best scenario will be larger than that
for the worst scenario. One criterion we should follow is that
inside the test area, emulation accuracy should be sufficiently
good even for the worst channel case. A similar trend can
be observed when compared with the results reported in [14].
However, it is difficult to directly compare the results, as the
acceptable error levels and methods are different. Note that
the probes are assumed uniformly distributed on a circle and
the error tolerance is 1 degree on AoA and AS of the cluster
in the simulation.
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Fig. 10. The test area size as a function of number of OTA probes for a
target truncated Laplacian cluster with AS = 35o.

IV. MEASUREMENT VERIFICATION

In this section, the proposed optimization algorithm is
compared with the reference algorithm implemented in the
EB channel emulator in a practical MIMO OTA setup. First,
the measurement system is briefly presented. After that, the
settings and specifications of each of the component in the
system are shown. The measurement procedure and results
are given in the end.

A. Measurement setup
The measurement system is illustrated in Figure 1. Figure
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Fig. 11. EB channel emulator used in the measurement (left) and anechoic
chamber setup in the measurement system (right).

Fig. 12. Test antenna positions.

11 shows the practical measurement system. 16 dual polarized
horn antennas are equally spaced and fixed on a metallic OTA
ring. The OTA ring is covered by absorbers to avoid reflections
during the test. Two EB channel emulators are connected
through power amplifiers to feed the probes. The measurement
setup is summarized in Table III. Although the presented
algorithm presents better accuracy for a test area size of 0.5λ
with 8 probes, both the proposed technique and the technique
implemented in the channel emulator present good emulation
accuracy. To better demonstrate the accuracy improvement in
the measurement, a test area of 0.8λ is selected. Note that the
emulation accuracy threshold |ρ− ρ̂| for a test area of 0.8λ
could be larger than 0.1.

B. Measurement procedure

Phase and amplitude calibrations are performed for each
probe before the measurements. The goal of the calibration
is to compensate errors caused by the non-idealities of the
measurement setup, i.e. probe placement and orientation error,
etc. The target is that equal field response at the center is
obtained for all the probes. The measurement procedure is
detailed in [16]. As a summary, the channel emulator is
stopped every 10 CIRs and the field is measured with the
network analyzer and saved for post-processing. The test
antenna is then moved to next antenna position, and the sweep
of the same 1000 CIR values is repeated for this new position.
This procedure is repeated 15 times until all the test antenna
positions are covered for the specified antenna orientation φa.

TABLE III
SETUP AND SPECIFICATIONS OF EACH COMPONENT IN THE OTA SYSTEM

Component Setup and specifications

Network Analyzer Center frequency at 2450MHz with a span
of 10MHz

EB emulator A radio channel (implementation method
detailed in [4]) with following parameters
set:

• Carrier frequency: 2450MHz
• Mobile speed: 30km/h
• Direction of travel: 00
• Cluster PAS shape: one Laplacian PAS

with mean AoA 22.50 and AS 350

• 4 samples per wavelength is selected
to sample the channel and 10000
channel impulse responses (CIRs) are
stored.

• The CIRs are mapped to the OTA
probes with the proposed optimization
algorithm or the algorithm
implemented in the EB channel
emulator.

• Test area size is selected to be 0.8λ.

Test antenna Satimo electric sleeve dipole at 2450MHz.
Turntable

• The sledge and turntable support radial
and rotational movement of the test
antenna with respect to the ring center.

• As shown in Figure 12, 15 test antenna
positions sample a segment of line of
length 15cm (around 1.15λ) with
sampling interval of 1cm are selected
for each antenna orientation φa.

Power Amplifiers 16 power amplifiers were used to improve
the dynamic range.

OTA probes
• Horn antennas are designed by

Aalborg University [15].
• Only 8 uniformly equally spaced with

450 angular separation on an OTA
ring with radius 2m.

• Only vertical polarization is considered

The measured spatial correlation between antenna test po-
sition m and n is calculated according to definition:

ρmeas(m,n) =

∑
i

(sm(i)− sm)(sn(i)− sn)√∑
i

(sm(i)− sm)2 ·
∑
i

(sn(i)− sn)2
(7)

where sm(i) and sn(i) are the complex signals received at an-
tenna test position m and n at the ith CIR value, respectively,
and i = 1, ..., 1000. sm and sn are the mean received signal
over time at test position m and n, respectively.

C. Measurement results

The CIRs measured at each antenna position generally fol-
low a Rayleigh distribution. The measured spatial correlation
for antenna orientation φa = 300, 600, and 1500 are shown in
Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectively. In (1), (2)
and (3), the waves impinging the test area are assumed plane
for the spatial correlation calculation. The impact of physical
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limitation of the OTA ring on errors caused by a difference
between the plane and spherical waves is considered negligible
in this paper, according to the results in [17]. This is also
supported by the fact that the measured spatial correlations
generally match very well with the emulation results.

The deviations between emulated and target spatial cor-
relation are due to the limited number of OTA probes we
used for a test area size of 0.8λ. The proposed algorithm
and the reference algorithm present similar performance at
φa = 1500. However, at φa = 300 and φa = 600, the
proposed algorithm shows better emulation accuracy. As found
previously, the emulation error increases as the test size gets
larger in the proposed algorithm, which is not always the case
in the reference algorithm.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between target, emulated and measured spatial
correlation for antenna orientation φa = 300.
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Fig. 14. Comparison between target, emulated and measured spatial
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced an improved algorithm to determine
probe power weights for a MIMO OTA setup utilizing the
prefaded synthesis method. Spatial correlation is selected as
the emulation target and we further introduce constraints
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Fig. 15. Comparison between target, emulated and measured spatial
correlation for antenna orientation φa = 1500.

on PAS shape in terms of AS and AoA. The problem is
expressed as a convex optimization problem, which can be
solved efficiently. Simulation results show that with 8 OTA
probes and a test area size of 0.5λ, the emulation error is
0.03 for the SCME UMA TDL model with the proposed
algorithm with error tolerance of 1 degree on AoA and AS
of each cluster, compared with emulation error 0.07 and no
constraint on PAS shape found in the literature. The proposed
algorithm is compared with the algorithm implemented in an
commercial channel emulator in a practical MIMO OTA setup,
measurement results are consistent with the simulation results
and better emulation accuracy of the proposed algorithm is
demonstrated in practice.
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